
 

 

PANEL RESULTS & COMMENTS 

2018 PROJECT SUPPORT II 
 

Good Company: A Vocal Ensemble 
 
  
Your Project Title: Choral Master Class & Concert with Composer Ola Gjeilo 

Your Project Summary: In May 2018, Good Company: a Vocal Ensemble (GC) will present a free Master 

Class & concert featuring acclaimed Norwegian born composer, Ola Gjeilo. On May 19, Mr. Gjeilo will lead 

a choral Master Class. On May 20, the 30-voice GC will present a concert featuring choral & piano works 

by Mr. Gjeilo & selections from other contemporary composers. We will be directed by Michael Carney & 

joined by a professional string ensemble, our accompanist Dr. Ruth Draper & Mr. Gjeilo on piano. 

Final Score: Yes. Overall, the panel felt that the applicant provided evidence throughout the application that 

the funding criteria were met.   

CAC Grant Amount: $5,000 

 

 

To ensure an impartial and transparent application review process, CAC convened an online panel of arts 

and cultural professionals from outside the region who evaluated and scored eligible applications. 

Panelists scored each application based on the Funding Criteria—Public Benefit, Artistic and Cultural 

Vibrancy and Organizational Capacity—with an emphasis on Public Benefit. For more details regarding the 

panel process and full panelist bios, please review the Panel Guide. 

     
Chanel DaSilva 

(New York, NY) 

Brea Heidelberg 

(Philadelphia, PA) 

Christie McKinney 

(Washington, DC) 

Michelle Polgar 

(Austin, TX) 

Dameun Strange 

(St. Paul, MN) 

 

On the next page you will find each panelist’s score and comment on your application in response to the 

question: With an emphasis on public benefit, does the applicant demonstrate evidence that it meets CAC’s 

three funding criteria? 

Note: Panelist scores and comments are presented in no particular order. 

  

http://www.cacgrants.org/assets/ce/Documents/Project%20Support/2018-PS-II-Panel-Guide-for-Web.pdf
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Score: Yes 

Comment: This application meets the funding criteria. There is a long history of this agency's engagement 

with their community and a high level of participation. The master class and performance are free and open 

to the public and the organization is engaging in multiple activities to expand their audience. I would love 

to see more details about their outreach and engagement with emerging student musicians - especially for 

the master class. The letter of support from the composer was a particularly helpful addition. I have no 

concerns about the agency's ability to meet the match. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: I think this a fabulous project that brings together needed assets in our communities! 

Collaboration is the key to keeping the arts alive. So I commend GC for bringing in an internationally 

acclaimed composer for the Vocal Ensemble because it will bring a lot of attention to GC's company mission 

and hopefully boost audience attendance. I love that the master class and the concert are free of charge, 

making education and a choral concert accessible to ALL. I feel confident in their artistic and administrative 

staff to make sure this project is successful because they seem dedicated to the mission of promoting the 

arts, creating opportunities for emerging artists, and making the elite arts available to the people of the 

community. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: The project meets the funding criteria. The public benefit demonstrated through an open concert 

and workshop is clear. A more advanced form of assessment could be considered in future years, such as 

post-concert surveys, to learn more about how this affects the local community. 

 

 

 

Score: Yes 

Comment: For an organization in transition, they appear to understand their audience and have set an 

ambitious goal. I wonder how open this event is to the wider community and what a planned outreach 

program would look like for the future. 

 

 

 

Panelist 1 

Panelist 3 

Panelist 2 

Panelist 4 
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Score: Somewhat 

Comment: I would have liked to see more information about the target communities. Overall, this program 

addresses the organization's desire to grow and attract different audience members. They have clearly 

articulated their organization's capacity to put on this project and the fact that they strive for high artistic 

quality. Their goals demonstrate intimate knowledge of their strengths and their areas for improvement and 

this choice of project will definitely have some public benefit. 

 

 

Questions? Cuyahoga Arts & Culture is here to assist. Please contact: 
 

Dan McLaughlin   India Pierre-Ingram 
manager – project support  associate – communications & grant programs 
dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org      ipierreingram@cacgrants.org 

 216.515.8303 x101   216.515.8303 x107

Panelist 5 

mailto:dmclaughlin@cacgrants.org
mailto:ipierreingram@cacgrants.org

